September 2019-Latest News on Sovereignty Killer-USMCA
Although many pundits pointed out that the new USMCA appeared to have a great deal in
common with the Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP) agreement, it was not until June 2019 that a
pair of researchers from the University of Ottawa reported that more than half (57% to be
exact) of the USMCA text is IDENTICAL to the TPP text. In fact the researchers reported
that 29 out of 30 TPP chapters have equivalence in the USMCA and 72% of the Articles in the
matched USMCA chapters are found in BOTH agreements. The study found that USMCA and
TPP have MORE IN COMMON THAN NOT. On August 8, 2019, Politico’s Morning Trade
reported on the “striking similarities between USMCA and TPP.”
While the “left-wing fake news” and many “CFR Corporate Members in the USMCA Coalition”
continue their attempts to sell to the American people lies about the “benefits” of USMCA, no
one in the news media except thenewamerican.com is talking about the REAL THREAT that
these so called “Free Trade” agreements pose…The Loss of Our SOVEREIGNTY!!

COMPLETE LOSS of OUR BORDERS
While Americans continue to buy into the rhetoric regarding building a “border wall”, USMCA
will make that point totally moot. Chapter 23 of USMCA gives “worker immigration
protections”, thus allowing as the CFR wrote in its 2005 Task Force Report, Building a North
American Community, “Its [North American Union] boundaries will be defined by a common
external tariff and an outer security perimeter [northern border of Canada and southern border of
Mexico] within which the movement of people, products, and capital will be legal, orderly,
and safe. Its goal will be to guarantee a free, secure, just, and prosperous North America. “
This surrender of sovereignty to a regional government by sovereign nations is all done by
stealth and design using the deceptive tactic of so-called “Free Trade” agreements as the bait. For
instance, while shackling the United Kingdom to the emerging European superstate (EU), thenBritish Prime Minister Edward Heath blatantly lied to the people in a January 1973 TV broadcast
saying, “There are some in this country who fear that in going into Europe we shall in some way
sacrifice independence and sovereignty. These fears, I need hardly say, are completely
unjustified.” By 2016, the British people had wised up, with more people voting to secede from
the EU with Brexit than have ever voted for anything in U.K. history. And as we see,
Globalists are now doing everything possible to overturn that vote, again using deception & fear.
The primary issue is not the economic impact of the USMCA, good or bad, but its potential
implications for U.S. sovereignty. The United States can weather the storms of a bad economy or
recession, but it cannot survive the loss of its sovereignty. As of early September, no indications
have been made as to when USMCA legislation may be introduced, either soon now that
Congress is back in session, or even perhaps all the way to the lame-duck session after the 2020
elections. We must continue to educate our fellow patriots about the dangers of USMCA!!!
REMEMBER: It’s much easier to enter into a sovereignty-killing trade deal than it is to EXIT one.
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